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AFFINE EQUIVALENCE AND SADDLE CONNECTION
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Abstract. To every translation surface, we associate a saddle connec-
tion graph, which is a subgraph of the arc graph. We prove that every
isomorphism between two saddle connection graphs is induced by an
affine homeomorphism between the underlying translation surfaces. We
also investigate the automorphism group of the saddle connection graph,
and the corresponding quotient graph.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Arc complex. For a compact oriented topological surface with marked
points, the arc complex is a simplicial complex whose k-simplices correspond
to the set of k + 1 isotopy classes of properly embedded non-trivial arcs
which can be realized pairwise disjointly outside the marked points. The
arc complex is an important and useful tool for the study of mapping class
group ([12, 13]). Masur and Schleimer ([25]) proved that the arc complex is
δ-hyperbolic (see also [15]). Later, Hesel-Przytycki-Webb ([14]) proved that
the arc complex is uniformly 7-hyperbolic.
The mapping class group acts naturally on the arc complex. Irmak-
McCarthy ([20]) proved that every injective simplicial map from the arc
complex is induced by a self-homeomorphism. Based on this, they described
completely the automorphism group of the arc complex. (These results also
hold for the arc complex of non-orientable surface, [18, 19].)
1.2. Translation surfaces. A translation surface is a pair (X,ω) where X
is a closed Riemann surface with genus at least one and ω is a holomorphic
one form on X. The interest in translation surfaces comes from three parts.
First, it comes from Teichmu¨ller theory. The cotangent space of Teichmu¨ller
space can be identified with the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials,
whose canonical double cover give rise to holomorphic one forms. Very re-
cently, based on the SL(2,R) dynamics of (half-) translation surfaces, Eskin,
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McMullen, Mukamel and Wright ([27, 6, 38]) discovered and studied new re-
markable totally geodesic primitive subvarieties of low dimensional moduli
spaces. Based on the L-shaped pillowcases, Markovic ([22]) proved that the
Carathe´odory metric and the Teichmu¨ller metric disagree on the Teichmu¨ller
space of closed surface with genus at least two. Second, it comes from the
interval exchange transformations and polygonal billiards. It is known that
both of them correspond to the directional flows on (half-) translation sur-
faces. Third, it comes from the GL(2,R) dynamics of the Hodge bundle over
the moduli space, which is an analogue of the unipotent flow on homogeneous
spaces. Eskin-Mirzakhani ([7]) proved that every SL(2,R) invariant ergodic
measure in each connected component is affine. Together with Mohammadi,
they proved ([8]) proved that every GL(2,R) orbit closure in each connected
component is an affine invariant submanifold. (For a general introduction
to translation surfaces, we refer to [10, 26, 36, 37, 39].)
1.3. Saddle connection graph. In parallel with the arc graph, which is
the 1-skeleton of the arc complex for a topological surface with marked
points, we consider the saddle connection graph for a translation surface
with marked points. Let (X,ω; Σ) be a translation surface with marked
points Σ which contains all the zeros of ω. The holomorphic one form
ω induces a singular flat metric on X. A saddle connection on (X,ω; Σ)
is a |ω|-geodesic segment connects two points in Σ such that the interior
is disjoint from Σ. The saddle connection graph of (X,ω; Σ), denoted by
S(X,ω; Σ), is a graph such that the vertices are saddle connections and
the edges are pairs of interiorly disjoint saddle connections. This graph
has infinite diameter (see Proposition 2.7). Moreover, it follows from an
observation due to Minsky-Taylor ([28]) that the saddle connection graph
is isometrically embedded into the arc graph. In particular, it is connected
and δ-hyperbolic (see Section 2).
The main difference between the arc graph and the saddle connection
graph is that the geodesic representative of a generic topological arc consists
of several saddle connections instead of one saddle connection, which makes
the saddle connection graph more complicated.
1.4. Statement of Results. The aim of this paper is to investigate isomor-
phisms between two saddle connection graphs, and the automorphism group
of the saddle connection graph. A homeomorphism between two translation
surfaces with marked points is called affine if it is affine outside the set of
the marked points with respect to the coordinates defined by integrating the
corresponding holomorphic one forms. Every affine homeomorphism induces
an isomorphism between the corresponding saddle connection graphs. The
main result of this paper shows that the converse is also true.
Theorem 1.1. Let (X,ω; Σ), (X ′, ω′; Σ′) be two translation surfaces with
marked points such that |Σ| ≥ 1, |Σ′| ≥ 1. Then every isomorphism F :
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S(X,ω; Σ)→ S(X ′, ω′; Σ′) is induced by an affine homeomorphism f : (X,ω; Σ)
→ (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
Remark 1. A direct consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that every saddle con-
nection graph determines a Teichmu¨ller disk. In other words, there is an
one-to-one correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of saddle
connection graphs and the set of Teichmu¨ller disks.
Theorem 1.2. Let (X,ω; Σ) be a translation surface with marked points
such that |Σ| ≥ 1.
(1) If (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one marked point, then the auto-
morphism group of S(X,ω; Σ) is isomorphic to the group of affine
homeomorphisms of (X,ω; Σ).
(2) If (X,ω; Σ) is a torus with one marked point, then the automorphism
group of S(X,ω; Σ) is an index two subgroup of the group of affine
homeomorphisms of (X,ω; Σ).
Remark 2. For a generic translation surface which does not belong to any
hyperelliptic component, the group of affine homeomorphisms is trivial. As
a consequence, the corresponding saddle connection graph has no nontrivial
automorphisms, which is different from the arc graph.
Theorem 1.3. Let (X,ω; Σ) be a translation surface with marked points.
Let G(X,ω; Σ) be the quotient of S(X,ω; Σ) by its automorphism group.
(1) G(X,ω; Σ) has infinite edges if and only if (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus
with one marked point.
(2) If (X,ω; Σ) is a Veech surface, then G(X,ω; Σ) has finite vertices.
Remark 3. We don’t known whether the converse to the second statement
in Theorem 1.3 is true or not.
1.5. Related results. To each Teichmu¨ller disk, Smillie-Weiss ([32]) intro-
duced the spine graph, which is a tree in the hyperbolic plane. They proved
that the spine graph has compact quotient by the Veech group if and only
if the Veech group is a lattice. The dual of the spine graph is a graph whose
vertices are the directions of saddle connections and whose edges are pairs
of directions which are the directions of the shortest saddle connections of
some translation surface in the Teichmu¨ller disk. Nguyen studied the graph
of degenerate cylinders for translation surfaces in genus two ([30]) and the
graph of periodic directions for translation surface satisfying the Veech di-
chotomy ([31]). He proved that both of them are hyperbolic, and that every
automorphism which comes from the mapping class group is induced by an
affine self-homeomorphism. Moreover, based on the graph of periodic direc-
tions, Nguyen ([31]) gave an algorithm to “determine” a coarse fundamental
domain and a generating set for the Veech group of a Veech surface.
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1.6. Outline. In Section 2, we prove some basic properties of the saddle
connection graph including the connectedness, hyperbolicity and infinite
diameter. In Section 3-6, we prove Theorem 1.1. The proof consists of three
steps:
Step 1. (§3-4) We start with an observation that if γ1, γ2, γ3
bound a triangle on (X,ω; Σ), then any two of {F (γ1),
F (γ2), F (γ3)}, together with one more saddle connec-
tion, will bound a triangle on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) whose interior
is disjoint from the third one (Corollary 3.2). Based on
this, we prove that the isomorphism F preserves trian-
gles (Theorem 4.1).
Step 2. (§5) Fix a triangulation of (X,ω; Σ). The correspon-
dence between triangles obtained in step 1 induces an
affine map between triangles. We show that these affine
maps have orientation consistency (Proposition 5.4), which
allows us to glue these affine maps between triangles to
obtain a homeomorphism from (X,ω; Σ) to (X ′, ω′; Σ′)
(Theorem 5.1). It then follows from the connectedness
of the triangulation graph that the isotopy class of the
resulting homeomorphism is independent of the choices
of triangulations (Proposition 5.6).
Step 3. (§6) We prove that the induced homeomorphism ob-
tained in step 2 is isotopic to an affine homeomorphism
(Proposition 6.1).
Step three is a standard argument (see [4, 30, 31]). The technical part of
this paper is step one and step two. In Section 6, we also prove Theorem 1.2.
In Section 7, we prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 8, we propose two questions.
Convention. In this paper, whenever we mention “intersection” between
two subsets of a translation surface, we mean the intersection between the
interior of these subsets.
Acknowledgements. We thank Duc-Manh Nguyen for pointing out a mis-
take in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in an earlier version and for informing us
the references [3, 17]. We thank Kasra Rafi for informing us the reference
[28]. We also thank Lixin Liu and Weixu Su for useful discussions.
2. Saddle connection graph
2.1. Translation surfaces.
Definition 1 (Translation surface). A translation surface is a pair (X,ω)
where X is a closed orientable Riemann surface with genus at least 1, and ω
is a holomorphic one form one X. A translation surface with marked points
is a triple (X,ω; Σ) such that (X,ω) is a translation surface, and Σ is a finite
subset of X which contains the zero set of ω.
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The holomorphic one form ω induces a singular flat metric |ω| on X,
which is flat outside the zero set of ω. The cone angle at each zero point of
ω is a multiple of 2π.
Definition 2 (Saddle connection). A saddle connection on (X,ω; Σ) is a |ω|-
geodesic segment connects two points in Σ such that the interior is disjoint
from Σ.
For a saddle connection α, the integral
∫
α
ω is called the holonomy of α.
Proposition 2.1 ([16, 24, 35]). Let (X,ω; Σ) be a translation surface with
marked points.
• The set of holonomies of saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ) is a discrete
subset of R2.
• The set of directions of saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ) is a dense
subset of the unit circle.
Definition 3 (Cylinder). A cylinder on (X,ω; Σ) is an open subset disjoint
from Σ, which is isometric to (R/cZ)×(0, h) with c, h ∈ R>0 and not properly
contained in any other subset with the same property. A cylinder is called
simple if each of its boundary components consists of one saddle connection.
It is called semisimple if at least one of its boundary components consists
of one saddle connection. A boundary component of a semisimple cylinder
is called simple if it consists of only one saddle connection.
2.2. Saddle connection graph.
Definition 4 (Saddle connection graph). The saddle connection graph of
(X,ω; Σ), denoted by S(X,ω; Σ), is a graph such that the vertices S0(X,ω; Σ)
are saddle connections and the edges S1(X,ω; Σ) are pairs of interiorly dis-
joint saddle connections.
For a translation surface with marked points (X,ω; Σ), let Λ(X,ω; Σ) be
the set of shortest saddle connections on (X,ω).
Lemma 2.2. Every two saddle connections in Λ(X,ω; Σ) are disjoint.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exist α, β ∈ Λ(X,ω; Σ) such that
they intersect each other in the interior. Then they would introduce a shorter
saddle connection. 
Remark 4. The set of shortest saddle connections on a translation surface
has been studied by several people, see [2, 32].
Proposition 2.3 (Connectedness). For any translation surface with marked
points (X,ω; Σ), the saddle connection graph S(X,ω; Σ) is connected.
Proof. Let α, β be two arbitrary saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ). If they
are parallel, they are disjoint. Hence, they are connected by an edge in
S(X,ω; Σ).
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If α and β are not parallel, we may suppose that they are horizontal
and vertical, respectively. Let at =
(
et/2 0
0 e−t/2
)
. There exists t0 > 0
large enough, such that the shortest saddle connections on a−t0(X,ω; Σ)
and at0(X,ω; Σ) are horizontal and vertical, respectively. Let c : [0, 1] →
SL(2,R) · (X,ω; Σ) be a path such that c(0) = a−t0(X,ω; Σ) and c(1) =
at0(X,ω; Σ). Let Λ(s) be the set of shortest saddle connections on c(s).
There exist 0 = s0 < s1 < s2 < · · · < sk = 1 such that Λ(s) = Λ(s
′) for
s, s′ ∈ (si, si+1), and that Λ(s) ∩ Λ(s
′) 6= ∅ for s, s′ ∈ [si, si+1]. Let βi be a
saddle connection in Λ(si)∩Λ(si+1). For each 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, βi and βi+1 are
disjoint. Hence they are connected by an edge in S(X,ω). Therefore, the se-
quence α = β0, β1, β2, · · · , βk−1, βk = β corresponds to a path in S(X,ω; Σ)
connecting α and β.

Remark 5. The proof above is inspired by the work of Smillie and Weiss
([32]).
2.3. Arc graph. Let us forget about the translation structure for a while,
and focus on the underlying topological surface with marked points (X,Σ).
An arc a on (X,Σ) is called properly embedded if ∂a ⊂ Σ and the interior is
disjoint from Σ. The arc graph of (X,Σ), denoted by A(X,Σ), is a graph
such that the vertices A0(X,Σ) are isotopy classes of properly embedded
non-trivial arcs on (X,Σ), the edges A1(X,Σ) are pairs of isotopy classes of
properly embedded non-trivial arcs which can be realized interiorly disjoint.
It is clear that the saddle connection graph S(X,ω; Σ) is a subgraph of
the arc graph A(X,Σ). Let I : S(X,ω; Σ) → A(X,ω) be the canonical
embedding.
For any topological arc a ∈ A(X,ω), the |ω|-geodesic representative con-
sists of several saddle connection. Let s(a) be the set of saddle connections
which appear in the |ω|-geodesic representative of a. The following lemma
is from [28].
Lemma 2.4 ([28]). For any two disjoint arcs α, β in A0(X,Σ), saddle con-
nections from s(α) and s(β) are either disjoint or equal.
Remark 6. The converse is not true. In fact, there exist α ∈ A0(X,Σ), β ∈
S0(X,ω; Σ) ⊂ A0(X,Σ), such that β ∈ s(α) and α, β intersect transversely
as elements in A0(X,Σ).
2.4. Hyperbolicity. Let each edge in A(X,Σ) and S(X,ω; Σ) be of length
one. In this way, we get two geodesic metric graphs, (A(X,Σ),dA) and
(S(X,ω; Σ),dS), in the sense that every two vertices can be connected by a
path whose length is exactly their distance.
Definition 5. A geodesic metric space (X,d) is called δ-hyperbolic if for
every geodesic triangle [xy]∪ [yz] ∪ [zx], each geodesic in {[xy], [yz], [zx]} is
contained in the δ-neighbourhood of the union of the other two.
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Theorem 2.5 ([25, 15, 14]). The arc graph (A(X,Σ),dA) is δ-hyperbolic.
Remark 7. In fact, Hesel-Przytycki-Webb ([14]) show that (A(X,Σ),dA)
is 7-hyperbolic.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.1.
Proposition 2.6. The inclusion map
(S(X,ω; Σ),dA) →֒ (A(X,ω; Σ),dS)
is an isometric embedding, such that for any two saddle connections α, β,
there is a geodesic in (A(X,ω),dA) connecting them which is contained in
(S(X,ω; Σ),dS). In particular, (S(X,ω; Σ),dS) is connected and δ-hyperbolic.
Proof. Let α, β be two vertices in S(X,ω; Σ). It is clear that dS(α, β) ≥
dA(α, β). Let α0 = α,α1, · · · , αl = β be a geodesic in (A(X,ω),dA). Let
γi be a saddle connection in the |ω|-geodesic representative of αi. It follows
from Lemma 7.1 that γ0 = α, γ1, · · · , γl = β is a path in (S(X,ω; Σ),dS),
which implies that dS(α, β) ≤ l = dA(α, β). Therefore, dS(α, β) = dA(α, β).
As a consequence, γ0 = α, γ1, · · · , γl = β is a geodesic in (S(X,ω; Σ), dS).
Together with Theorem 2.5, this implies that (S(X,ω; Σ),dS) is δ-hyperbolic.

Remark 8. For a translation surface whose Veech group contains a psuedo-
Anosov element, Minsky-Taylor ([28]) proved a stronger result which states
that the inclusion map from a subset V of S(X,ω) which consists of saddle
connections in some “veering triangulation” of the corresponding mapping
torus, to the arc and curve graph, is an isometric embedding, such that for
any two saddle connections α, β in V , there is a geodesic in the arc and
curve graph connecting them which is contained in V . We thank Kasra Rafi
for informing us this result.
2.5. Measured foliations. A measured foliation on a surface is a foliation
equipped with a transversely invariant measure. A measured foliation is
called uniquely ergodic if every two transverse measures supported on the
underlying foliation differ by a positive scalar. The directional flow in each
direction θ of a translation surface (X,ω) determines a measured foliation
µθ. Let us denote by MF(X,ω) the set of measured foliation arising from
the directional flows on (X,ω). It is known ([21, Theorem 1]) that for
almost every direction θ, the measured foliation µθ ∈MF(X,ω) is uniquely
ergodic. Moreover, if µθ ∈ MF(X,ω) is uniquely ergodic, then there is no
saddle connection on (X,ω) in the direction θ, and evert leaf in this direction
is dense. Since there are countably many saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ),
for almost every direction θ, there is no saddle connection in θ direction on
(X,ω; Σ), and the measured foliation µθ ∈ MF(X,ω) is uniquely ergodic.
Let MFu(X,ω; Σ) be the set of all such directional measured foliations on
(X,ω). (See [9, 33] for more details on measured foliations.)
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2.6. Infinite diameter.
Proposition 2.7. Let (X,ω; Σ) be a translation surface with marked points.
The saddle connection graph S(X,ω; Σ) has infinite diameter.
Proof. We use an argument of F. Luo as explained in [23, §4.3]. Suppose to
the contrary that the diameter of S(X,ω; Σ) is finite.
After rotation, we may assume that the horizontal measured foliation of
(X,ω; Σ) belongs to MFu(X,ω; Σ). Fix a non-horizontal saddle connection
α. Let {βi}i≥1 be a sequence of saddle connections, such that the limit of the
directions is horizontal. This implies that for every non-horizontal segment
I, there exists T > 0, such that βi intersects I for all i > T .
By assumption, the diameter of S(X,ω; Σ) is finite, there is a subsequence,
still denoted by {βi}i≥1 for convenience, such that dS(α, βi) = N for some
N < ∞. For each i, consider a geodesic β0i = α, β
1
i , · · · , β
N−1
i , β
N
i = βi in
the saddle connection graph from α to βi. On the other hand, for every
non-horizontal segment I, βi intersects I for all large enough i. Therefore,
the limit of the directions of βN−1i has to be horizontal. Otherwise, βi = β
N
i
would intersect βN−1i for large enough i. Inductively, we obtain that the limit
of the directions of β1i has to be horizontal. As a consequence, β
1
i would
intersect the non-horizontal saddle connection α = β0i for large enough i,
which contradicts that dS(α, β
1
i ) = 1.

Remark 9. We thank Duc-Manh Nguyen for asking the question that
whether the diameter S(X,ω; Σ) is always infinite.
3. Semisimple cylinder preserving
Throughout this section, we assume that (X,ω; Σ) and (X ′, ω′; Σ′) are
translations surfaces with marked points which are not tori with one marked
point, and that F : S(X,ω; Σ) → S(X ′, ω′; Σ′) is an isomorphism. For
convenience, we denote F (γ) by γ′ for any saddle connection γ on (X,ω; Σ).
3.1. Pentagons and Quadrilaterals.
P5
P1
P2
P3 P4
γ2γ1
γ3
(a)
H˜1 H˜2
P2 P1
P5P4P3
γ1
γ2
γ3
(b)
H˜1 H˜2
Figure 1. Convex pentagon associated with the triangle ∆.
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Lemma 3.1. Let γ1, γ2, γ3 be three saddle connections bounding a triangle
∆ on (X,ω; Σ) which is not contained in a simple cylinder. Then there is
convex pentagon P = (P1P2P3P4P5) ⊂ R
2 and a locally isometric immersion
I : P→ (X,ω; Σ) (see Figure 1), such that
(1) I is embedded in the interior of P,
(2) I(P1P3) = γ1, I(P1P4) = γ2, I(P3P4) = γ3,
(3) the angle bounded by P2P3 and P3P4 at P3 is less than π, i.e. P is
strictly convex at P3.
Proof. Suppose that γ1, γ2, γ3 are arranged in the counterclockwise order
with respect to ∆. After rotation, we may assume that γ3 is horizontal.
Develop the triangle ∆ to (P1P3P4) in the Euclidean plane such that P1P3 =
γ1, P1P4 = γ2. Let I be the inverse of this developing map. Let H˜ be a bi-
infinite horizontal strip which contains P1, P3, P4 in the boundary. Consider
the image H := I(H˜) of H˜ in (X,ω; Σ).
Case 1: the interior of H contains at least one singularity. It is clear that
H˜ − ∆ has two components, denoted by H˜1 and H˜2, such that H˜1 is on
the left side and H˜2 is on the right side. Let P2 ∈ H˜1 ( resp. P5 ∈ H˜2)
be the singularity whose horizontal distance to P1 is minimal among all the
singularities in H˜1 (resp. H˜2) (if there are more than one such points, we
chose the one with minimal vertical distance to P1 among them).
The five points, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 determine a convex pentagon P = (P1P2
P3P4P5) in H˜. To prove the lemma in this case, it remains to show that the
map I is embedded in the interior of the pentagon P = (P1P2P3P4P5). If
the interior is not embedded, either the wedge bounded by P1P2 and P2P3
would cross P4P5 ∪ P5P1, or the wedge bounded by P4P5 and P5P1 would
cross P1P2 ∪ P2P3, which contradicts the assumption that the horizontal
distances from P2, P5 to P1 are minimal.
Case 2: the interior of H contains no singularities. In this case, H is
a cylinder (see Figure 1(b)). By assumption, H is not a simple cylinder.
Denote by ∂1 the boundary component of H which contains P1, and by ∂2
the other boundary component. Let P2 ∈ ∂1 be the first singularity which
is on the left side of P1. Let P5 ∈ ∂2 be the first singularity on the right side
of P4. The resulting pentagon P = (P1P2P3P4P5) satisfies all the properties
listed in the lemma.

Corollary 3.2. Let γ1, γ2, γ3 be three saddle connections bounding a triangle
on (X,ω; Σ) which is not contained in a simple cylinder. Then there is
an immersed strictly convex quadrilateral Q˜′ = (Q′1Q
′
2Q
′
3Q
′
4) on (X
′, ω′; Σ′)
which is embedded in the interior, such that
(1) the interior of Q˜′ is disjoint from γ′3,
(2) Q′1Q
′
3 = γ
′
1, Q
′
1Q
′
4 = γ
′
2,
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In particular, γ′i, γ
′
i+1, together with one more saddle connection, bound a
triangle on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) whose interior is disjoint from γ′i−1, where i = 1, 2, 3
and γ4 = γ1, γ0 = γ3.
Proof. Consider the convex pentagon P = (P1P2P3P4P5) in Lemma 3.1. Let
β1, β2 be the saddle connections in P connect P2 to P4, P5, respectively. Let
us extend {P1P2, P2P3, P3P4 = γ3, P4P5, P5P1, P1P3 = γ1, P1P4 = γ2} to a
triangulation Γ of (X,ω; Σ). It is clear that Γ′ := F (Γ) is a triangulation of
(X ′, ω′; Σ′). Since β1 intersects γ1 ∈ Γ and intersects no other elements in
Γ, β′1 intersects γ
′
1 ∈ Γ
′ and intersects no other elements in Γ′. Therefore,
there is a strictly convex quadrilateral Q˜′ ⊂ (X ′, ω′; Σ′) containing γ′1 as a
diagonal. Now, let us consider β2. It intersects γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ, and intersects
no other elements in Γ. Therefore, β′2 intersects γ
′
1, γ
′
2 ∈ Γ
′, and intersects
no other elements in Γ′. This implies that γ′2 is one of the boundary saddle
connections of Q˜′. Let us label the vertices of Q˜′ by Q′1, Q
′
2, Q
′
3, Q
′
4, such
that Q′1Q
′
3 = γ
′
1, Q
′
1Q
′
4 = γ
′
2.

3.2. Semisimple Cylinders. Notice that every interior saddle connection
of a cylinder connects its two boundary components. For a semisimple
cylinder, all of its interior saddle connections share a common endpoint
which is the singular point of a simple boundary component (see Definition
3 for related definitions).
Definition 6 (Consecutive saddle connections). Let C be a semisimple
cylinder, let A be the singular point of a simple boundary of C. Two interior
saddle connections of C are called consecutive with respect to A if they,
together with a saddle connection from the other boundary component of
C, bound a triangle in C.
Remark 10. For a simple cylinder, there are two candidate reference points
for the definition of consecutive saddle connections. It is not hard to see that
two saddle connections are consecutive with respect to one reference point
if and only if they are consecutive with respect to the other one. There-
fore, there is no ambiguity if we say two saddle connections of a semisimple
cylinder are consecutive without mentioning the reference point.
Proposition 3.3. Let C ⊂ (X,ω; Σ) be a semisimple cylinder. Then there
is a corresponding semisimple cylinder C ′ ⊂ (X ′, ω′; Σ′) such that
(i) β is an interior saddle connection of C if and only if β′ is an interior
saddle connection of C ′, and
(ii) the non-simple boundary components of C and C ′ have the same
number of saddle connections.
(iii) let γ+ be the saddle connection of a simple boundary component of C,
then F (γ+) is the saddle connection of a simple boundary component
of C ′.
In particular, if C is a simple cylinder, so is C ′.
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Proof. Part (i). After applying the SL(2,R) action, we may assume that
C is a horizontal cylinder. Let {γ+} and {γ−1 , · · · , γ
−
n } be the boundary
components of C. Without loss of generality, assume that γ+ is the top
boundary component and that γ−1 , · · · , γ
−
n are arranged from left to right
cyclically.
Let A be the left endpoint of γ+. Notice that every interior saddle connec-
tion of C connects the top boundary component and the bottom boundary
component. Therefore, we can assume that all of these interior saddle con-
nections start from A, and hence are downward. Now, let us label the
interior saddle connections of C by {βj : j ∈ Z} such that they appear in
the counterclockwise order with respect to A, when j varies from −∞ to
+∞. In particular, βi and βi+1 are consecutive for any i ∈ Z. It is clear
that
(1) i(βi, βj) = 0 if and only if |i− j| ≤ n,
and that
(2) i(βi, βi+n+1) = 1, ∀i ∈ Z.
In fact, we have,
(3) i(βi, βj) = [
∣∣|j − i| − 1∣∣
n
],
where | · | represents the Euclidean norm and [x] represent the largest integer
not exceeding x ∈ R.
Now we split the remaining of the proof into three claims.
Claim 0. For any n+1 consecutive saddle connections β′i+1, · · · , β
′
i+n+1, the
complement (X ′, ω′; Σ′)\(β′i+1∪· · · β
′
i+n+1) contains no triangle components.
Proof of Claim 0. If n = 1, i.e. C is a simple cylinder, then there is no
disjoint triples in {βj , j ∈ Z}. The claim follows. Assume that n ≥ 2.
Suppose to the contrary that there exist three saddle connections β′i, β
′
j , β
′
k
with 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n+ 1 such that they bound a triangle on (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
It follows from Equation (3) that
i(β′i+n+1, β
′
i) = 1, i(β
′
i+n+1, β
′
j) = 0, i(β
′
i+n+1, β
′
k) = 0,(4)
i(β′j+n+1, β
′
j) = 1, i(β
′
j+n+1, β
′
k) = 0, i(β
′
j+n+1, β
′
i) = 0,(5)
and that i(β′i+n+1, β
′
j+n+1) = 0. But Equations (4) and (5) together with
the fact that β′i, β
′
j , β
′
k bound a triangle imply that i(β
′
i+n+1, β
′
j+n+1) 6= 0.
Claim 1. All the saddle connections {β′i} share a common vertex A
′ such
that they appear in the clockwise with respect to A′ when i varies from
−∞ to +∞, or they appear in the counterclockwise order with respect to
A′ when i varies from −∞ to +∞.
Proof of Claim 1. If n = 1, i.e. C is a simple cylinder, the claim follows.
Assume that n ≥ 2. We first show that any three consecutive saddle con-
nections β′i, β
′
i+1 and β
′
i+2 share a common vertex A
′ and that they appear
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(a)
A A A
γ+ γ+
βn βn+1 βn+2
β0 β1 β2
βn−1 βn
β0
γ
−
1
γ
−
2
γ−
n
(b)
A′
β′
i−n−1β
′
i−n
β′
i+1
β′
i
β′
i+2
δ′1
δ′2
δ′3
δ′4
δ′5 β
′
i−n−1
δ′3
β′
i
δ′2
δ′1
β′
i−n
(c)
A′ A′ A′
δ′2 = βn−1
βn
βn+1
β−1
β0
β1
β2 βn−1 βn
β0
δ′1
δ′3
(d)
Aˆ H+
γ+
γ
−
1
ξβn β0 β1
β2 βn
η1 η2
(e)
A′3
β′1 β
′
1β
′
2
β′3 β′4
γ′F (γ+) F (γ+)
Figure 2. Image of a semisimple cylinder under the isomorphism F .
in the clockwise or counterclockwise order such that the angle bounded by
βi, βi+2 at A
′ is less than π. Consider the n + 1 consecutive saddle con-
nections βi−n−1, · · · , βi−1. Let us extend γ
+, γ−1 , · · · , γ
−
n , βi−1−n, · · · , βi−1
to a triangulation Γ of (X,ω; Σ). It is clear that Γ′ = F (Γ) is a triangula-
tion of (X ′, ω′; Σ′). Notice that βi intersects βi−1−n and intersects no other
saddle connections in Γ. Therefore, β′i intersects β
′
i−1−n and intersects no
other saddle connections in Γ′, which means that β′i and β
′
i−1−n are the two
diagonals of a convex quadrilateral Q′ which is the union of two triangles
from (X ′, ω′; Σ′)\Γ′. On the other hand, βi+1 intersects both βi−1−n and
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βi−n, and intersects no other saddle connections in Γ. Therefore, β
′
i+1 inter-
sects both β′i−1−n and β
′
i−n, and intersects no other saddle connections in
Γ′, which implies that β′i−n is one of the boundary saddle connections of Q
′.
There are two possibilities in the sense that β′i and β
′
i−n can appear in the
clockwise or counterclockwise order with respect to the triangle determined
by them (since C is not a simple cylinder, βi and βi−n determine a unique
triangle in C. Correspondingly, β′i and β
′
i−n determine a unique triangle in
C ′ ), see Figure 2(b). In the following, we assume that they appear in the
counterclockwise order. The clockwise case is similar.
Let δ′1, δ
′
2, δ
′
3 be the remaining boundary saddle connections of Q
′ such
that β′i−n, δ
′
1, δ
′
2 and δ
′
3 appear in the counterclockwise order (see the left
figure in Figure 2(b)). Let A′ be the vertex of Q′ bounded by δ′1 and
δ′2. Then β
′
i and β
′
i+1 share the common vertex A
′. Consider the trian-
gle ∆′1 of (X
′, ω′; Σ′)\Γ′ not contained in Q′ which contains β′i−n in the
boundary. Let δ′4, δ
′
5 be the remaining saddle connections of ∆
′
1 such that
γ′i−n, δ
′
4, δ
′
5 appear in the counterclockwise order. Notice that βi+2 intersects
all of βi−1−n, βi−n and βi−n+1, and intersects no other saddle connections
in Γ ∪ {βi, βi+1} . Therefore, β
′
i−n+1 has to be one of {δ
′
4, δ
′
5, δ
′
1}. On
the other hand, βi−2n−1 intersects both β
′
i−n and β
′
i−n+1, but it is disjoint
from other saddle connections in Γ′. This implies that β′i−n+1 can not be
δ′1. Therefore, it has to be one of {δ
′
4, δ
′
5}. Since β
′
i+2 intersects all of
β′i−1−n, β
′
i−n and β
′
i−n+1, and intersects no other saddle connections in Γ
′, it
must contain A′ as one of its endpoints. Finally, consider the triangulation
{β′i, β
′
i+1, β
′
i+2} ∪ Γ
′\{β′i−n−1, β
′
i−n, β
′
i−n+1}. β
′
i+n+2 intersects both β
′
i and
β′i+1, but it is disjoint from other saddle connections in this triangulation.
In particular, it is disjoint from β′i+2. Therefore, {β
′
i, β
′
i+1, β
′
i+2} must ap-
pear in the counterclockwise order with respect to A′, which implies that
the angle bounded by β′i, β
′
i+2 at A
′ is less than π, and that β′i−n+1 is δ
′
5.
That β′i−n+1 is δ
′
5 implies that β
′
i+1 and β
′
i−n+1 appear in the counter-
clockwise order with respect to the triangle determined by them. Repeating
the argument above, we obtain that {β′i+1, β
′
i+2, β
′
i+3} appear in the coun-
terclockwise order with respect to A′. Inductively, this shows that all the
saddle connections {β′j} share a common vertex A
′ such that they appear
in the counterclockwise order when j varies from −∞ to +∞, based on the
assumption that for some i0, β
′
i0
and β′i0−n appear in the counterclockwise
order with respect to the triangle determined by them. If for some i0, β
′
i0
and β′i0−n appear in the clockwise order with respect to the triangle deter-
mined by them, the argument above shows that all the saddle connections
{β′j} share a common vertex A
′ such that they appear in the clockwise order
with respect to A′ when j varies from −∞ to +∞.
Claim 2. All the saddle connections {β′i} are interior saddle connections of
a semisimple cylinder C ′ on (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
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Proof of Claim 2. By Claim 1, all the saddle connections {β′j} share a com-
mon vertex A′ such that they appear in the clockwise or counterclockwise
order with respect to A′ when j varies from −∞ to +∞. Here we assume
that they appear in the counterclockwise order. The clockwise case is simi-
lar.
Consider the n + 1 consecutive saddle connections β0, · · · , βn. By the
same argument as in the proof of claim 1, β′−1 and β
′
n are the two diago-
nals of a convex quadrilateral Q′ which is the union of two triangles from
(X ′, ω′; Σ′)\Γ′, and that β0 is one of the boundary saddle connections of Q
′
(see Figure 2(c)). Moreover, β′1 dose not intersect Q
′.
Let δ′1, δ
′
2, δ
′
3 be the remaining boundary saddle connections of Q
′ such
that β′0, δ
′
1, δ
′
2 and δ
′
3 appear in the counterclockwise order. It follows from
Claim 1 and Equation (3) that δ′2 is exactly β
′
n−1, see Figure 2(c). Choose an
orientation of β′0. After applying the SL(2,R) action, we may assume that
β′0 is vertically downward from A
′ and that δ′1 is horizontal. By assumption,
β′0, β
′
1, β
′
2, β
′
3, · · · , β
′
n, · · · appear in the counterclockwise order with respect
to A′. This implies that β′1, β
′
2, β
′
3, · · · , β
′
n, · · · are downward to the right
from A′. Let (xi, yi) ∈ {(x, y) ∈ R
2 : y < 0} be the holonomy vector of β′j ,
j ≥ 1, fromA′. To prove Claim 2, it suffices to prove that y1 = y2 = · · · = yn.
Suppose that there exist j 6= j′ ∈ [1, n], such that yj 6= yj′, then there exists
i ∈ (1, 2n) such that yi < min{yi−1, yi+1}, which implies that the saddle
connection connecting (xi−1, yi−1) and (xi+1, yi+1) intersects β
′
i but does
not intersect β′i−1 nor β
′
i+1. But this is impossible, because there is no
saddle connection on (X,ω; Σ) which intersects βi but does not intersect
βi−1 nor βi+1.
Part (ii).Notice that the number of saddle connections of a non-simple
boundary component of a semisimple cylinder C˜ is the maximum number n
such that C˜ has n+1 interior saddle connection which are pairwise disjoint.
Part (iii). The proof is split into two steps. In step 1, we show that F (γ+)
is a boundary saddle connection of C ′; in step 2, we show that F (γ+) is one
of the two boundary components of C ′.
Step 1. Cut C along the interior saddle connection βn, we obtain a gener-
alized parallelogram P containing βn as a pair of opposite edges (see Figure
2 (d)). Let H be the infinite (closed) strip obtained by extending P in the
direction of βn. H\P has two components, denoted by H
+ and H− re-
spectively the top one and the bottom one. Let us move γ+ in H+ in the
direction of βn. Denote by γ
+(t) the position of γ+ at time t > 0. Since
(X,ω; Σ) has finite area, γ+(t) will meet zeros of ω1 during this process.
Let Aˆ the first such zero. Connect Aˆ to the endpoints of γ+ by two saddle
connections η1, η2.
Let Q be the pentagon bounded by η1, βn, γ
−
1 , β1, and η2. We claim that
the interior of Q is embedded in (X,ω; Σ). Otherwise, both η1 and η2 will
intersect γ−1 or β1. This contradicts the assumption that Aˆ is the first zero
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met by γ+(t), t > 0, because it would meet the common endpoints of γ−1
and β1 before it meets Aˆ.
Notice that there is a diagonal saddle connection ξ in the interior of Q
intersecting γ+ and β0. Now, let us extend the set {η2, η1, βn, γ
−
1 , β1, β0, γ
+}
to a triangulation Γ1 of (X,ω; Σ). It is clear that ξ
′ intersects F (γ+) and
β′0, and intersects no other elements in Γ
′
1 = F (Γ1). On the other hand, β
′
0
is an interior saddle connection of the semisimple cylinder C ′ by the part (i)
above. Therefore, F (γ+) is a boundary saddle connection of C ′.
Step 2. Notice that for any i ∈ Z, βi, βi+n and γ
+ bound a triangle on
(X,ω; Σ). It follows from Corollary 3.2 that for any i ∈ Z, F (γ+) and β′i,
together with one more saddle connection, bound a triangle on (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
Therefore, F (γ+) is contained in a boundary component of C ′ which contains
at most two saddle connections.
Suppose that F (γ+) is contained in a boundary component of C ′ which
contains exactly two saddle connections (see Figure 2(d)). Let γ′ be the
other saddle connection of this boundary component. Let A′3 be the ver-
tex as indicated in Figure 2(d). By part (i), there exist four consecutive
interior saddle connections β′1, β
′
2, β
′
3, β
′
4 such that each of {β
′
1, β
′
2, F (γ
+)},
{β′2, β
′
3, γ
′}, {β′3, β
′
4, F (γ
+)} bounds a triangle. On the other hand, it follows
from part (ii) that the non-simple boundary component of C consists of ex-
actly two saddle connections. Therefore, β1, β3 and γ
+ bound a triangle on
(X,ω; Σ). By Corollary 3.2, this implies, β′3 and F (γ
+), together with one
more saddle connection, bound a triangle whose interior is disjoint from β′1,
which is impossible, see Figure 2(d). 
For the convenience of reference, we summarize Claim 1 and Claim 2 in
the proof of Proposition 3.3 as following.
Corollary 3.4. The images of two consecutive interior saddle connections
of a semisimple cylinder on (X,ω; Σ) under the isomorphism F are two con-
secutive interior saddle connections of a corresponding semisimple cylinder
on (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
Combining Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, we get the following corol-
lary, which is an improvement of Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 3.5. Let γ1, γ2, γ3 be three saddle connections bounding a triangle
on (X,ω; Σ) which is not contained in a simple cylinder. Then there is an
immersed pentagon Q′ = (Q′1Q
′
2Q
′
3Q
′
4Q
′
5) on (X
′, ω′; Σ′) which is embedded
in the interior, such that
(1) the interior of Q′ is disjoint from γ′3, and
(2) Q′1Q
′
3 = γ
′
1, Q
′
1Q
′
4 = γ
′
2, and
(3) the interior angles at Q′1, Q
′
3 are less than π, i.e. Q is strictly convex
at Q′1 and Q
′
3.
Proof. Consider the convex pentagon P = (P1P2P3P4P5) in Lemma 3.1. Let
β1, β2 be the saddle connections in P connect P2 to P4, P5, respectively. Let
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us extend {P1P2, P2P3, P3P4 = γ3, P4P5, P5P1, P1P3 = γ1, P1P4 = γ2} to a
triangulation Γ of (X,ω; Σ).
Consider the strictly convex quadrilateral Q′ = (Q′1Q
′
2Q
′
3Q
′
4) obtained
in Corollary 3.2. We claim that there is a triangle ∆′2 in (X
′, ω′; Σ′)\Γ′
which is not contained in Q˜′ = (Q′1Q
′
2Q
′
3Q
′
4), and which contains γ
′
2 in the
boundary. Otherwise, the two triangles in (X ′, ω′; Σ′)\Γ′ which contain γ′2
in the boundary are exactly the two triangles in Q˜′, which implies that Q˜′
corresponds to a simple cylinder on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) with Q′2Q
′
3 and Q
′
1Q
′
4 iden-
tified. By Proposition 3.3, γ1 and γ2 are contained in a simple cylinder on
(X,ω; Σ). Therefore, the triangle bounded by γ1, γ2 and γ3 is also contained
in this simple cylinder, which contradict the assumption that the triangle
bounded by γ1, γ2 and γ3 is not contained in a simple cylinder.
Denote by Q′5 the other vertex of ∆
′
2. Consider the pentagon Q
′ =
(Q′1Q
′
2Q
′
3Q
′
4Q
′
5), where Q
′
1Q
′
3 = γ
′
1, Q
′
1Q
′
4 = γ
′
2. That β
′
2 intersects only
γ′1 and γ
′
2 for saddle connections in Γ
′ implies that Q′ contains β′2 as a diag-
onal connecting Q′2 and Q
′
5. Therefore, the interior angle of Q
′ at Q′1 is less
than π. That the interior angle at Q′3 is less than π follows from the fact
that (Q′1Q
′
2Q
′
3Q
′
4) is a strictly convex quadrilateral. 
4. Triangle preserving
Throughout this section, we assume that (X,ω; Σ) and (X ′, ω′; Σ′) are
translations surfaces with marked points, and that F : S(X,ω; Σ)→ S(X ′, ω′; Σ′)
is an isomorphism. For convenience, we denote F (γ) by γ′ for any saddle
connection γ on (X,ω; Σ). The goal of this section is to prove the following
triangle preserving theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let γ1, γ2, γ3 be three saddle connections bounding a triangle
∆ on (X,ω; Σ). Then γ′1, γ
′
2, γ
′
3 also bound a triangle ∆
′ on (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
Proof. If (X,ω; Σ) is a torus with one marked point, {γ1, γ2, γ3} is a triangu-
lation of (X,ω; Σ). Therefore, {γ′1, γ
′
2, γ
′
3} is a triangulation of (X
′, ω′; Σ′).
In particular, they bound a triangle on (X ′, ω′,Σ).
If γ1, γ2, γ3 are contained in the interior of a simple cylinder on (X,ω; Σ),
then, by Proposition 3.3, γ′1, γ
′
2, γ
′
3 are also contained in the interior of some
simple cylinder on (X ′, ω′; Σ′). This implies that γ′1, γ
′
2, γ
′
3 bound a triangle
on (X ′, ω′; Σ′).
In the following, we assume that (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one marked
point and that the triangle bounded by γ1, γ2, γ3 is not contained in the
interior of a simple cylinder. It follows from Corollary 3.2, γ′i, γ
′
i+1, together
with one more saddle connection, bound a triangle ∆′i−1 on (X
′, ω′; Σ′) whose
interior is disjoint from γ′i−1, where i = 1, 2, 3 and γ4 = γ1, γ0 = γ3, ∆
′
3 =
∆′0. After applying the SL(2,R) action, we may assume that ∆ and ∆
′
3 are
equilateral triangles. Since the the interior of the triangle ∆′1 determined by
γ′2 and γ
′
3 is disjoint from γ
′
1, there are four possibilities for the position of
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γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
Type I
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
Type II
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
Type III
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
Type IV
Figure 3. Four possibilities of γ′1, γ
′
2, γ
′
3, where the red region in
each case represents the triangle ∆′1, the dashed lines are saddle
connections.
∆′1 which are illustrated in Figure 3. Let us denote these types by I, II, III
and IV, respectively.
Notice that in the case of type I, γ′1, γ
′
2, γ
′
3 bound a triangle on (X
′, ω′; Σ′)
which is what we want. So we need to rule out the other three possibilities.
The remaining of the proof will be split into three lemmas: Lemma 4.2,
Lemma 4.3, and Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.2. Type II is equivalent to Type III or IV.
Proof. Consider the triangle ∆′2 determined by γ
′
1 and γ
′
3, whose interior is
disjoint from γ′2. There are five possibilities based on the position of γ
′
1 and
the order of (γ′3, γ
′
1) with respect to ∆
′
2: type II-a, II-b, II-c, II-d, and II-e
as in Figure 4, where (γ′3, γ
′
1) appear in the counterclockwise order in type
II-a and II-b, they appear in the clockwise order in type II-c, II-d, and II-e.
For type II-b and II-c, the interior of the triangle ∆1 determined by γ
′
2 and
γ′3 intersects γ
′
1, which contradicts Corollary 3.2. For type II-a and II-d,
instead of observing the pair (γ′1, γ
′
2), we can observe the pair (γ
′
2, γ
′
3). In
this view point, type II-a and II-d are equivalent to type III and type IV,
respectively. For type II-e, we translate γ′3 to the other endpoint of γ
′
1 than
A (see Figure 4(II-e)). Then we observe the pair (γ′2, γ
′
1) instead of (γ
′
1, γ
′
2).
In this viewpoint, type II-e is equivalent to type IV. 
Lemma 4.3. Type III is not realizable.
Proof. Consider the triangle ∆′2 determined by γ
′
1 and γ
′
3 whose interior is
disjoint from γ′2. There are five possibilities based on the position of γ
′
1 and
the the order of (γ′3, γ
′
1) with respect to ∆
′
2: III-a, III-b, III-c, III-d, and
III-e, see Figure 5, where (γ′3, γ
′
1) appear in the counterclockwise order in
type II-a, II-b and II-c, they appear in the clockwise order in type II-d, and
II-e. We will show that none of them is realizable. In each case, let δ′1, δ
′
2, δ
′
3
be the third saddle connection of ∆′1,∆
′
2,∆
′
3 respectively.
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γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
γ′1
A
II-a
A
γ′3
γ′1
γ′1 γ
′
2
II-b
A
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3 γ′1
II-c
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
γ′1
A
II-d
A
γ′3
γ′3
γ′1
γ′1 γ
′
2
II-e
Figure 4. The gray region represents the triangle ∆′2.
Type III-a. In this case, the interior of the triangle ∆′2 determined by γ
′
1
and γ′3 intersects γ
′
2 (see Figure 5 (III-a)), which is impossible by Corollary
3.2.
Type III-b. Let A′0, A
′
1, A
′
2, be the points as illustrated in Figure 5 (III-b).
Let θ1 be the angle at A
′
1 from δ2 to δ
′
1 in the counterclockwise order. Let θ2
be the angle at A′2 from δ
′
1 to δ
′
2 in the counterclockwise order. By Corollary
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γ′3
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
γ′1
δ′2δ
′
2 δ′1
δ′3
A′1
A′2
A′0
III-b
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
γ′1 γ
′
2
δ′3
δ′3
δ′2
δ′1
III-c
A′3
A′4
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
γ′1
δ′2
δ′1
δ′3
III-d
A′5
A′9
A′6
A′8
A′7
η′
γ′1 γ
′
2
δ′2
γ′1
δ′3
γ′3
δ′1
P
III-e
3
γ′1 γ
′
2
γ′3
γ′1 δ
′
2
δ′1
δ′3
III-a
Figure 5. Five possibilities of type III.
3.5, there is a pentagon Q′ (resp. Qˆ′) on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) containing γ′1, γ
′
2 (resp.
γ′3, γ
′
1) as diagonals whose interior angle at A
′
1 (resp. A
′
2) is less than π, and
whose interior does not intersect γ′3 (resp. γ
′
2). Therefore, 0 < θ1, θ2 < π.
Hence 0 < θ1+θ2 < 2π. On the other hand, since the two saddle connections
labeled by δ′2 are parallel, θ1 = (2π−θ2), i.e. θ1+θ2 = 2π. As a consequence,
type III-b is not realizable.
Type III-c. The proof in this case is similar to that of type III-b by looking
at the angles at A′3, A
′
4. We omit the proof.
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Type III-d. In this case, the interior of the triangle ∆′1 bounded by γ
′
2, δ
′
1
and γ′3 intersects γ
′
1 (see Figure 5 (III-d)), which is impossible by Corollary
3.2.
Type III-e. Let A′5, A
′
6, A
′
7, A
′
8, A
′
9 be the vertices indicated in Figure 5 (III-
e). Again, it follows from Corollary 3.5 that there is a pentagon containing
γ′2, γ
′
3 as diagonals, whose interior is disjoint from γ
′
1 and whose interior
angle at A′6 is less than π. As a consequence, the angle at A
′
6 from δ
′
2 to
δ′3 in the counterclockwise order is less than π. Combined with the fact
that ∆′1,∆2,
′ and ∆′3 are embedded triangles, this implies that there is a
saddle connection η′ connecting A′5 and A
′
7, which intersects each of γ
′
2
and γ′3. Consider the parallelogram P
′ bounded by γ′1, η
′, γ′1 and δ
′
1. Since
(X ′, ω′; Σ′) is a translation surface, η′ is embedded in (X ′, ω′; Σ′). Hence,
η′ is the bottom boundary saddle connection of a semisimple cylinder C ′
on (X ′, ω′; Σ′). On the other hand, there are no zeros of ω′ in the interior
of P′. As a consequence, the parallelogram P′ corresponds exactly to the
cylinder C ′ and that C ′ is a simple cylinder. In particular, C ′ contains γ′1
as an interior saddle connections.
Next, we show that on (X ′, ω′; Σ′), each of γ′2 and γ
′
3 crosses C
′ exactly
once. Otherwise, if γ′2 (resp. γ
′
3) crosses C
′ more than once on (X ′, ω′; Σ′),
then γ′2 (resp. γ
′
3) would intersect δ
′
1 in the interior, which contradicts
the fact that the triangle ∆′1 bounded by γ
′
2, γ
′
3 and δ
′
1, is embedded on
(X ′, ω′; Σ′).
By Proposition 3.3, there is a corresponding simple cylinder C on (X,ω; Σ)
containing γ1 as an interior saddle connection, and whose boundary saddle
connections are η := F−1(η′) and δ1 := F
−1(δ′1). Since both γ
′
2 and γ
′
3 do
not intersect δ′1, both γ2 and γ3 do not intersect δ1. Therefore each of γ2
and γ3 crosses C exactly once. But this is impossible, because γ1, γ2 and γ3
bound a triangle on (X1, ω2) and that γ1 is an interior saddle connection of
C. As a consequence, Type III-e is not realizable.

Lemma 4.4. Type IV is not realizable.
Proof. Consider again the triangle ∆′2 determined by γ1 and γ3 which is
disjoint from γ2. There are seven possibilities based on the position of γ
′
1
and the order of (γ′3, γ
′
1) with respect to ∆
′
2, IV-a,IV-b,· · · ,IV-g, see Figure
6, where (γ′3, γ
′
1) appear in the counterclockwise order in type IV-b, IV-f,
and IV-g, they appear in the clockwise order in the remaining cases. We
will show that none of them is realizable. In each case, let δ′1, δ
′
2, δ
′
3 be the
third saddle connection of ∆′1,∆
′
2,∆
′
3 respectively.
Type IV-a. Cut the triangle ∆′2 in IV-a in Figure 6 along γ
′
3, then glue it
back along γ′1. The resulting picture is IV-a
′ in Figure 6. Now, instead
of observing the pair (γ′1, γ
′
2), we can observe the pair (γ
′
3, γ
′
2). In this
viewpoint, it is equivalent to type IV-e.
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Figure 6. Seven possibilities of type IV, where each red
region represents a semisimple cylinder.
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Type IV-b. This type is not realizable, because in this case, the interior
of the triangle ∆′2 determined by γ
′
1 and γ
′
3 would intersect γ
′
2, which is
impossible by Corollary 3.2.
Type IV-c. This type is not realizable, because in this case, the interior
of the triangle ∆′3 determined by γ
′
1 and γ
′
2 would intersect γ
′
3, which is
impossible by Corollary 3.2.
Type IV-d. Instead of observing (γ1,
′ , γ′2), we can observe the pair (γ
′
1, γ
′
3).
In this viewpoint, type IV-d is equivalent to type III-c. Therefore, this type
is also not realizable.
Type IV-e. Connecting the equivalent points on γ′1 near the endpoints
of δ′1 by straight segments parallel to δ
′
1 (see Figure 6 (IV-e)), we obtain a
(maximal) semisimple cylinder C ′ on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) such that:
• δ′1 is one of the two boundary components, and
• the interior of C ′ intersects γ′1, but disjoint from γ
′
2, γ
′
3.
To show that γ′2 is disjoint from the interior of C
′, we look at the possible
intersection pattern. Notice that γ′2 is disjoint from δ
′
1. If it intersects the
interior of C ′, it can not escape from C ′ after intersection, which means
that it would end at the vertex A′2 as illustrated in the figure through the
interior of C ′. But this is impossible, because otherwise it would intersect
the interior of the triangle ∆′2 determined by γ
′
1 and γ
′
3 before it reaches A
′
2.
The reason for the case of γ′3 is similar.
It then follows from Proposition 3.3 that there is a corresponding semisim-
ple cylinder C on (X,ω; Σ) whose interior intersects γ1, but disjoint from
γ2, γ3. But this is impossible, because γ1, γ2, γ3 bound a triangle ∆ on
(X,ω; Σ). Therefore, type IV-e is not realizable.
Type IV-f. This type is not realizable, because in this case, the interior
of the triangle ∆′1 determined by γ
′
2 and γ
′
3 would intersect γ
′
1, which is
impossible by Corollary 3.2.
Type IV-g. Connecting the equivalent points on γ′1 near the endpoints of
γ′2 by straight segments parallel to γ
′
2 (see Figure 6 (IV-g)), we obtain a
(maximal) semisimple cylinder C ′ on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) such that:
(1) the interior of C ′ intersects both γ′1 and γ
′
3, and
(2) γ′2 is one of the two boundary components.
By Proposition 3.3, there is a corresponding semisimple cylinder C on
(X,ω; Σ) such that: (1) the interior of C intersects both γ1 and γ3, (2) γ2
is one of the two boundary components.
Recall γ1, γ2, γ3 bound a triangle on (X,ω; Σ), therefore, γ1 is an interior
saddle connection of C if and only if γ3 is an interior saddle connection of C.
By Proposition 3.3, {γ1, γ3, γ
′
1, γ
′
3} are interior saddle connection in C or C
′
respectively if and only if any one of them is an interior saddle connection
in C or C ′ respectively.
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Figure 7. Two possibilities of type IV-g.
Case 1: none of {γ1, γ3, γ′1, γ
′
3} is an interior saddle connection (see Figure
7(a-b)). In this case, for any interior saddle connection β′ on (X ′, ω′; Σ′),
either it intersects both of γ′1 and γ
′
3, or it intersects none of them (see Figure
7(b)). But on (X,ω; Σ), there exists at least one interior saddle connection
intersection only one of {γ1, γ3} (Figure 7(a)). As a consequence, this case
is not realizable.
Case 2: all of {γ1, γ3, γ
′
1, γ
′
3} are interior saddle connections in C or C
′
(see Figure 7(c-d)). By Corollary 3.2, γ′3, γ
′
1, with a saddle connection from
the boundary component of C ′ other than γ′2, bound a triangle. Hence, they
are consecutive in the sense of Definition 6. By Corollary 3.4, γ3, γ1 are also
consecutive in C. On the other hand, they bound a triangle with γ2 which
is a simple boundary component of C. Therefore, C is a simple cylinder. It
then follows from Proposition 3.3 that C ′ is also a simple cylinder. But C ′
can not be a simple cylinder, because otherwise γ′1, γ
′
2 and γ
′
3 would bound
a triangle in C ′.

5. Homeomorphism
The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Every isomorphism F : S(X,ω; Σ)→ S(X ′, ω′; Σ′) is induced
by a homeomorphism f : (X,ω; Σ)→ (X ′, ω′; Σ′) up to isotopy, such that
(1) f(Σ) = Σ′, and
(2) for any saddle connection γ on (X,ω; Σ), f(γ) is isotopic to F (γ).
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A ∆1
∆2 H
Figure 8.
Moreover, if (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one marked point, then such a
homeomorphism is unique up to isotopy. If (X,ω; Σ) is a torus with one
marked point, then there are two such homeomorphisms up to isotopy.
5.1. Triangulation graphs.
Definition 7. Two triangulations Γ1 and Γ2 of (X,ω; Σ) differ by an ele-
mentary move if
• there exist β1 ∈ Γ1 and β2 ∈ Γ2 such that Γ1\β1 = Γ2\β2, and
• there exist γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4 ∈ Γ1\β1 = Γ2\β2 such that they bound a
convex quadrilateral on (X,ω; Σ) which contains β1, β2 as diagonals.
Definition 8. The triangulation graph of (X,ω; Σ), denoted by T(X,ω; Σ),
is a graph whose vertices are triangulations of (X,ω; Σ), and whose edges
are pairs of triangulations which differ by an elementary move.
Proposition 5.2 ([3, 17, 29, 34]). For any translation surface with marked
points (X,ω; Σ), the triangulation graph T(X,ω) is connected.
Remark 11. The above proposition holds for general flat surfaces (simpli-
cial surfaces) (see [3, 17, 34]). Nguyen ([29]) provides an elementary proof
for the case of (half-)translation surfaces.
5.2. Orientation consistency. By Theorem 4.1, we know that if the sad-
dle connections γ1, γ2, γ3 bound a triangle ∆ on (X,ω; Σ), their images
F (γ1), F (γ2), F (γ3) also bound a triangle on (X
′, ω′; Σ′), which is denoted
by ∆′. This correspondence induces an affine homeomorphism between ∆
and ∆′, which is called the F -induced affine homeomorphism and denoted by
f∆. Our goal is to “glue” these F -induced affine homeomorphisms between
triangles according to some triangulation of (X,ω; Σ) to obtain a globally
well defined homeomorphism from (X,ω; Σ) to (X ′, ω′; Σ′). To do this, we
need to clarify the orientation consistency among affine homeomorphisms
between triangles.
Definition 9. Two triangles on (X,ω; Σ) with boundary saddle connections
{γ1, γ2, γ3}, {γ3,γ4,γ5}, respectively, are called coconvex if their interior are
disjoint, and that the quadrilateral bounded by γ1, γ2, γ4, γ5 is convex and
is embedded in the interior on (X,ω; Σ).
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Figure 9. Coconvex triangles.
Lemma 5.3. Let ∆1 be an embedded triangle on (X,ω; Σ) with boundary
saddle connections {γ1, γ2, γ3}. Let A be the vertex opposite to γ3. Let
~v ∈ R2 be a vector such that the ray directed by ~v from A intersects the
interior of γ3. Let H be the half-infinite strip directed by ~v which contains
γ3 as one boundary end. Then there is an embedded triangle ∆2 on (X,ω; Σ)
containing γ3 in the boundary, whose interior is disjoint from ∆1, and which
is contained in H. In particular, ∆1 and ∆2 are coconvex (see Figure 8).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. 
Proposition 5.4. Let F : S(X,ω; Σ) → S(X ′, ω′; Σ′) be an isomorphism.
Then either
(1) for every triangle on (X,ω; Σ), the induced affine homeomorphism
between triangles is orientation preserving, or
(2) for every triangle on (X,ω; Σ), the induced affine homeomorphism
between triangles is orientation reversing.
Proof. Notice that by Proposition 5.2, in order to prove the proposition,
it suffices to prove the orientation consistency for any pair of triangles on
(X,ω; Σ) which share a common boundary saddle connection, and whose
interior are disjoint.
Let γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5 be five saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ) such that
γ1, γ2, γ3 (resp. γ3, γ4, γ5) bound a triangle ∆1 (resp. ∆2), such that ∆1
and ∆2 are on the different sides of γ3. By Theorem 4.1, the corresponding
images F (γ1), F (γ2), F (γ3) (resp. F (γ3), F (γ4), F (γ5)) also bound a triangle
∆′1 (resp. ∆
′
2).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the F−induced affine
homeomorphism from ∆2 to ∆
′
2 is orientation preserving. In the following,
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we shall prove that the F−induced affine homeomorphism from ∆1 to ∆
′
1 is
also orientation preserving. The proof will be divided into two cases.
Case 1: ∆1 and ∆2 are coconvex, i.e. the quadrilateral Q bounded by
γ1, γ2, γ4, γ5 is convex. Suppose that γ1, γ2, γ4, γ5 appear in the counter-
clockwise order. To prove the proposition for this case, it suffices to prove
that F (γ1), F (γ2), F (γ4), F (γ5) also appear in the counterclockwise order
with respect to the quadrilateral Q′ bounded by F (γ1), F (γ2), F (γ4), F (γ5).
Notice that γ3 is a diagonal of Q. Let us denote by γ6 the other diagonal
of Q. It is clear that γ2, γ4, γ6 bound a triangle contained in Q. Therefore,
F (γ2), F (γ4), F (γ6) also bound a triangle contained in Q
′. This implies that
F (γ1), F (γ2), F (γ4), F (γ5) appear in the counterclockwise order with respect
to the quadrilateral Q′.
Case 2: ∆1 and ∆2 are not coconvex, i.e. the quadrilateral Q bounded by
γ1, γ2, γ5, γ4 is not convex.
After applying the SL(2,R) action, we may assume that ∆1 is equilateral.
By symmetry, we may also assume that the angle bounded by γ2 and γ4 with
respect to Q is at least π (but smaller than 2π) (see Figure 9).
Step 1. Consider the infinite strip H0 parallel to γ1, which contains γ5 as
one boundary end, and which is disjoint from ∆2 (see Figure 9(a)). Now let
us move γ5 parallelly within H0. Since the surface (X,ω; Σ) is of finite area,
it would meet some singularity during this process, possibly on the boundary
of H0. Let B1 be the first such singularity. Connect B1 to the endpoints
of γ5 within H0. It is clear that they are saddle connections, denoted by
δ1, β1 respectively. Let ∆˜
1 be the triangle bounded by γ5, δ1, β1. It follows
from Lemma 5.3 that ∆˜1 is disjoint from the interior of ∆2. Moreover, it
is disjoint from the interior of ∆1. Otherwise, the wedge W ⊂ ∆˜1 bounded
by δ1 and β1 would cross ∆1. If wedge W enters ∆1 through γ1 (resp. γ2),
since the slope of δ1 (resp. β1) is bigger than that of γ2 (resp. γ1), W will
cross γ3 instead of γ2 (resp. γ1), which implies that W would enter ∆2.
This contradicts that ∆˜1 is disjoint from the interior of ∆2.
Notice that the union of ∆2 and ∆˜
1 is a convex quadrilateral, denoted
by Q1. Let α1 be the diagonal of Q1 other than γ5, let ∆
1 be the triangle
bounded by γ3, α1, β1. By assumption, the F−induced affine homeomor-
phism on ∆2 is orientation preserving. By the case 1 above, the F−induced
affine homeomorphism on ∆˜1 is also orientation preserving. Therefore, the
F−induced homeomorphism on Q1 is orientation preserving. This implies
that the F−induced homeomorphism on ∆1 is also orientation preserving.
Step 2. If the cone angle bounded by γ2 and α1 inside ∆1 ∪∆
1 is less
than π, i.e. ∆1 and ∆1 are coconvex, we are done. Otherwise, consider the
triangle ∆1 instead of ∆2, and repeat step 1. In this way, we construct a
sequence of triangles ∆i with boundary saddle connections {γ3, αi, βi} such
that
• ∆i is contained in H0, and the interior is disjoint from ∆1,
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• that the F−induced homeomorphism on ∆i is also orientation pre-
serving.
Terminating. We claim that the algorithm above will terminate after
finite steps. In Figure 9(a), let us extend γ2 from the left endpoint of γ3,
through ∆2 until it hits one of the infinite boundary rays of the strip H0.
Denote this distance by L. It is clear that, if ∆i and ∆1 are not coconvex,
then for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i, the length of αj is less than L + |γ4|, where |γ4
represents the length of γ4. On the other hand, there is an upper bound
N for the number of saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ) with lengths no longer
than L + |γ4|. As a consequence, there exists 1 ≤ i0 ≤ N + 1 such that
∆i0 and ∆1 are coconvex. It then follows from the case 1 above that the
F−induced homeomorphism on ∆1 is orientation preserving.

Corollary 5.5. Let F : S(X,ω; Σ) → S(X ′, ω′; Σ′) be an isomorphism.
Then any triangulation Γ of (X,ω; Σ) induces a homeomorphism fΓ between
(X,ω; Σ) and (X ′, ω′; Σ′), such that
(1) fΓ(Σ) = Σ
′, and
(2) for any saddle connection γ ∈ Γ, fΓ(γ) = F (γ).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 5.4. 
The homeomorphism fΓ obtained in Corollary 5.5 is called the F -induced
homeomorphism with respect to Γ. In the following, we prove that the
isotopy class of fΓ is independent of the choices of triangulations.
Proposition 5.6. Let F : S(X,ω; Σ) → S(X ′, ω′; Σ′) be an isomorphism.
For any two triangulations Γ1 and Γ2, the F -induced homeomorphisms fΓ1
and fΓ2 are isotopic.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, it suffices to prove it for the case that Γ1 and Γ2
differ by an elementary move. Let Γ1 = {α1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, · · · , γk} and Γ2 =
{β1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, · · · , γk} such that γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5 bound a convex quadrilat-
eralQ on (X,ω; Σ) whose diagonals are α1, β1. Correspondingly, F (γ2), F (γ3),
F (γ4), F (γ5) bound a convex quadrilateral Q
′ on (X ′, ω′; Σ′) whose diag-
onals are F (α1), F (β1). By construction, fΓ1 |X1\Q = fΓ2 |X1\Q. Notice
that α1 and β1 divide Q into four triangles. Let fQ be the piecewisely
affine map from Q to Q′ whose restriction to each of these four triangles
is affine. Let f12 : (X,ω; Σ) → (X
′, ω′; Σ′) be a homeomorphism such that
f12|X1\Q = fΓ1 |X1\Q = fΓ2 |X1\Q and f12|Q = fQ. It is clear that both fΓ1
and fΓ2 are isotopic to f12. Therefore, fΓ1 and fΓ2 are isotopic.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. If (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one marked point,
they every triple of saddle connections bound at most one triangle. Then
the Theorem follows from Corollary 5.5 and Proposition 5.6.
If (X,ω; Σ) is a tours with one marked point. Then every triangula-
tion Γ consists of three saddle connections, which bound two triangles on
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(X,ω; Σ). Therefore, the F -induced homeomorphisms with respect to Γ
has two choices, which results in two isotopy classes of homeomorphisms
satisfying the condition in the theorem. 
6. Affine Homeomorphism
Our goal in this section is to prove the following proposition, which is the
last piece for proving the our main theorem. (See Section 2.5 for related
definitions and notations.)
Proposition 6.1. Let f : (X,ω; Σ) → (X ′, ω′; Σ′) be a homeomorphism
which induces an isomorphism f∗ : S(X,ω; Σ) → S(X
′, ω′; Σ′). Then f is
isotopic to an affine homeomorphism.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Let µ ∈MFu(X,ω; Σ) be a uniquely ergodic mea-
sured foliation. We claim that f(µ) is also a measured foliations in some
direction on (X ′, ω′; Σ′). After applying the SL(2,R) action, we may assume
that µ is horizontal. Not let l : [0,∞)→ (X,ω; Σ) be a horizontal ray ema-
nating from a singulary point. It is known that l is dense in (X,ω; Σ). For
each positive integer n, let tn > 0 be the smallest t such that there is a sin-
gular point, denoted by An, in the 1/n neighbourhood of l(t) which is also
vertically above it. Let δn be the vertical segment in this neighbourhood
which connects l(tn) to An. Let βn be the oriented saddle connection from
l(0) to An which is homotopic to l[0,tn] ∗ δn, where ∗ means concatenation.
It is clear that the angle from the real positive axis to βn is decrease to
zero. Therefore, the angle from the real positive axis to f∗(βn) is monotone
on (X ′, ω′; Σ′). Let l′ : [0,∞) → (X ′, ω′; Σ′) be the limit ray, θ′ be the
limit angle, and µ′ be the measured foliationn in this limit direction. By
construction, f(l) and l′ are homotopic. As a consequence, the intersection
number between f(µ) and µ′ is zero. This implies that f(µ) = µ′, since µ is
uniquely ergodic. The claim follows.
Now, let ν ∈ MFu(X,ω; Σ) be another uniquely ergodic measured foli-
ation. A similar argument as above shows that f(ν) ∈ MFu(X
′, ω′; Σ′).
After applying the action of SL(2,R), we may assume that µ and f(µ)
are horizontal, ν and f(ν) are vertical. It then follows from [11, Theo-
rem 3.1] that f is isotopic to an affine homeomorphism whose derivative is(
et/2 0
0 e−t/2
)
∈ SL(2,R). 
Remark 12. The proof above follows essentially the argument of [4, Lemma
22]. Also, Nguyen proved similar results in [30, 31].
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It follows from Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It follows from Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.1. 
7. Quotient graph
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. We start with the
following lemma.
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Figure 10. The red region represents a simple cylinder deter-
mined by γ±1 and the saddle connection connecting the left end-
points of γ±1 .
Lemma 7.1. If (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one marked point, then there
are saddle connections α, β1, β2, · · · , such that βi is disjoint from α for all
i ≥ 1, and that limi→∞ |
∫
α
ω ∧
∫
βi
ω| =∞.
Proof. It follows from [24] that (X,ω; Σ) has infinitely many cylinders.
First, we claim that there exists a cylinder C0 such that the closure is a
proper subset of (X,ω; Σ). Indeed, let C ⊂ (X,ω; Σ) be a cylinder. Without
loss generality, we may assume that C is horizontal. If (X,ω; Σ) 6= C, the
claim follows. If (X,ω; Σ) = C, then for every saddle connection δ+ in the
upper boundary component of C, there is a corresponding saddle connection
δ− in the lower boundary component, such that
∫
γ+
ω =
∫
γ−
ω (see Figure
10). Let (γ+1 , γ
−
1 ) be such a pair, they determine a simple cylinder C1 as
illustrated in Figure 10. By assumption, (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one
marked point, each boundary component of C contains at least two saddle
connections. In particular, C1 is a proper subset of C = (X,ω; Σ).
Next, let α be a non-horizontal saddle connection on (X,ω; Σ)\C0, let
{βi}i≥1 be a sequence of interior saddle connections of C0. It is clear that
βi is disjoint from α for all i ≥ 1, and that limi→∞ |
∫
α
ω ∧
∫
βi
ω| =∞.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. (1) Notice that every edge in the saddle connection
graph is represented by a pair of disjoint saddle connections.
If (X,ω; Σ) is a torus with one marked point, the group Aff+(X,ω; Σ)
of orientation-preserving affine homeomorphisms of (X,ω; Σ) is isomorphic
to SL(2,Z), and the set of pairs of disjoint saddle connections has one
Aff+(X,ω; Σ)-orbit. In particular, G(X,ω; Σ) has one vertex and one edge.
If (X,ω; Σ) is not a torus with one marked point, let {α1, β1}, {α2, β2}
be two pairs of non-parallel, disjoint saddle connections on (X,ω; Σ). They
represent two edges e1, e2 of S(X,ω; Σ). Suppose that there is an automor-
phism F of S(X,ω; Σ) such that F (e1) = e2. By Theorem 1.1, there is
an affine homeomorphism f of (X,ω; Σ) such that f({α1, β1}) = {α2, β2}.
Therefore, |
∫
α1
ω ∧
∫
β1
ω| = |
∫
α2
ω ∧
∫
β2
ω| 6= 0. On the other hand, by
Lemma 7.1, the set
{|
∫
α
ω ∧
∫
β
ω| : α, β are disjoint saddle connections}
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is an infinite set. As a consequence, G(X,ω; Σ) has infinite edges.
(2) If (X,ω; Σ) is Veech surface, it follows from [35] (see also [32]) that
the set of (embedded) triangles on (X,ω; Σ) has finite Aff(X,ω; Σ)-orbits,
where Aff(X,ω; Σ) is the group of affine homeomorphisms of (X,ω; Σ). This
implies that the set of saddle connections has finite Aff(X,ω; Σ)-orbits, since
each saddle connection is contained in at least one triangle. In particular,
G(X,ω; Σ) has finite vertices.

8. Questions
8.1. Characterization of Veech surfaces. It follows from Theorem 1.3
that if (X,ω; Σ) is a Veech surface, the quotient graph G(X,ω; Σ) has finite
vertices.
Question 1. Is it true that G(X,ω; Σ) has finite vertices if and only if
(X,ω; Σ) is a Veech surface?
Remark 13. Let H2\T(X,ω; Σ) be the spine tree defined by Smillie-Weiss
(see [32, §4] for the definition). Suppose that G(X,ω; Σ) has finite ver-
tices. Then the set of directions of saddle connections has finite Aff(X,ω; Σ)-
orbits, which implies that the set of components of H2\T(X,ω; Σ) has finite
Aff(X,ω; Σ)-orbits. To prove that (X,ω; Σ) is a Veech surface, it suffices
to prove that every component of H2\T(X,ω; Σ) has finite quotient area by
Aff(X,ω; Σ). This is equivalent to show that every saddle connection has
non-trivial stabilizers in Aff(X,ω; Σ).
8.2. Injective simplicial maps. Irmak-MaCarthy ([20]) proved that every
injective simplicial map from an arc graph to itself is induced by some self-
homeomorphism of the underlying surface. We may ask a similar question
for the saddle connection graph.
Question 2. Let (X,ω; Σ) be a translation surface with marked points. Is
it true that every injective simplicial map F : S(X,ω,Σ) → S(X,ω; Σ) is
induced by some affine homeomorphism f : (X,ω; Σ)→ (X,ω; Σ)?
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